The Death of Klinghoffer
Choruses
1990
45 min
for chorus and orchestra
samplers-strings(8.8.6.6.4)
This work requires additional technological components and/or amplification.
For complete technical specifications go to:
http://mhgrey.wordpress.com/mhgrey.wordpress.com
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

On the Transmigration of Souls
2002
27 min 30 sec
for orchestra, chorus, children's chorus and pre-recorded soundtrack
SATB Chorus; children's chorus
3(III=picc).picc.3.2.bcl.dbn.2.4.4.3.2-timp.perc(4).I=glsp; II=crot/hi tgl; III=chimes/2
hi tgl; IV=2 hi tgl/susp.cym/brake dr-2harp-pft-cel-kybd sampler(optional)\*
-strings-pre-recorded tape-computer-controlled sound system
\*acoustic piano tuned 1/4 tone lower. Transposed part (1/2 step higher) available with
performance materials. A sampler may be used as an alternative.
NOTE: The hiring of a sound designer is a condition/requirement for permission.
For complete technical specifications go to: <a href="http://mhgrey.wordpress.com/mhgrey.wordpress.com"
9790051096749 (Full score)
9790051096732 (Vocal score)
World Premiere: 19 Sep 2002
Avery Fisher Hall, New York, NY, USA
Brooklyn Youth Chorus and New York Choral Artists; New York Philharmonic
Conductor: Lorin Maazel

Doctor Atomic
At the Sight of This
2005
5 min
for chorus and orchestra
2 pic.1.2.e hn.1.E cl.1 (cb cl).2.cbn-4.3.3.1-timp-perc(bd, roto, ch gong, 3 tam, sus cym)
-hp-cel-str
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world